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Abstract: In this paper we present the design and implementation of the Constrained 
Application Protocol (CoAP) for TinyOS, which we refer to as TinyCoAP. CoAP seeks to 
apply the same application transfer paradigm and basic features of HTTP to constrained 
networks, while maintaining a simple design and low overhead. The design constraints of 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) require special attention in the design process of the 
CoAP implementation. We argue that better performance and minimal resource consumption 
can be achieved developing a native library for the operating system embedded in the network. 
TinyOS already includes in its distribution an implementation of CoAP called CoapBlip. 
However, this is based on a library not originally designed to meet the requirements of 
TinyOS. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by a comprehensive performance 
evaluation. In particular, we test and evaluate TinyCoAP and CoapBlip in a real scenario, as 
well as solutions based on HTTP. The evaluation is performed in terms of latency, memory 
occupation, and energy consumption. Furthermore, we evaluate the reliability of each solution 
by measuring the goodput obtained in a channel affected by Rayleigh fading. We also include a 
study on the effects that high workloads have on a server. 
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1. Introduction 
The interest of industries and researchers in the application of the Internet communication paradigm 
in constrained networks and devices has grown to become one of the most promising developments in 
the Internet of the future. In particular, a great deal of effort has been focused on the integration of 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and the Internet.  
The main interest in making WSNs part of the Internet is to allow both to interact with each other 
using the existing Web technologies. Therefore, the information provided by sensors could be 
distributed through standard Web mechanisms, and sensors would be considered like any other Web 
resource. From this perspective, WSNs would no longer be stand-alone networks but part of ubiquitous 
networks. We refer to this new approach as the Web of Things (WoT). 
Enabling IP in WSNs is the first step towards the realization of the WoT. In this sense, the IPv6 
over Low power Personal Area Networks (6LoWPANs) [1] protocol is an example of a lightweight IP 
implementation for WSNs. 6LoWPAN enables the transmission of IPv6 packets in networks  
adopting the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [2]. An IETF specific work group has detailed its definition in 
RFC 6282 [3]. 6LoWPAN would only provide IP connectivity but not interoperability at higher layers. 
In this regard, the use of Web services has been proposed [4,5].  
Web services can be developed according to the REST [6] or the SOAP [7] architectural styles. 
Web services complying with the REST principles are called RESTful. Many research papers have 
analyzed the impact that both architectures would have on WSNs. Results from [8] and [9] show that 
the overhead of the messages exchanged between SOAP Web services is higher than that of RESTful 
Web services. In fact, SOAP messages are encapsulated in the XML body, which involves a complex 
and expensive message processing. However, it is possible for the REST data formatting to be based 
on different languages, which enables the overhead to be kept low. The authors of [9] suggest that the 
use of SOAP should be avoided, and consider employing RESTful Web services instead. An early 
work considering the application of REST principles in WSNs is presented in [4]. However, it does not 
take into account the use of Web services to access and interact with WSN nodes, but only for 
discovery of devices. 
An IETF work group called Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) [10] has been created with 
the aim of contributing to the development and standardization of RESTful Web services for 
constrained networks. With this approach, the work group defined a new Web transfer protocol called 
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [11]. CoAP seeks to apply the same application transfer 
paradigm and basic features of HTTP to constrained networks, while maintaining a simple design and 
low overhead. Unlike HTTP, CoAP uses UDP as transport protocol. This choice would enable CoAP 
to have a low impact on the limited bandwidth of the 802.15.4 wireless links. However, since UDP is 
an unreliable protocol, CoAP has to implement its own mechanisms in order to guarantee reliability to 
those applications that use it. 
Recently, many implementations of CoAP have appeared. These are Californium [12], jCoAP [13], 
CoAPy [14] and Libcoap [15]. However, they are not related to any WSN operating system (OS) or 
platform. They provide libraries and APIs written in different languages that can be used for 
embedding CoAP in WSN nodes or for developing applications in other environments. The use of 
these libraries in WSNs, however, requires that they must be adapted to the OS in use. The adaptation 
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process, however, could not guarantee adequate performance or reliable execution. Considering the 
resource constraints of typical WSN nodes, a different approach is required. This should consider the 
development of a native implementation for the OS used in the WSN. This approach could yield better 
performance, less resource consumption and more reliable software. However, more powerful 
networks and devices could still use complex libraries or APIs such as those listed above.  
Typical WSNs nodes are battery-powered and often deployed in unattended environment, therefore 
software applications should be optimized concerning lowest energy consumption and reliable 
execution. The reduction of energy consumption is mainly achieved using radio duty cycling protocols. 
Further reduction can be reached through effective memory management. This allows saving CPU 
cycles and reducing the code complexity. Both aspects are critical for lowering the energy consumed 
by the CPU processing and for reducing the risks of failures during execution. The optimization 
process of our CoAP implementation is focused in developing an efficient and safe use of memory. 
The results obtained in our tests prove the importance that memory management has on performance 
and resource consumption. This paper focuses on severely constrained WSNs nodes featuring few 
kilobytes of memory and CPUs with reduced computational capabilities. Although some actual 
technology offers more powerful nodes, working with these constrained nodes help us to fix a lower 
bound to the resources that could be used by our implementation. In that way, we ensure that our 
design choices can deliver a highly optimized implementation suitable for any application domain.  
CoAP has been already implemented in the most popular OSs for WSNs such as Contiki [16] and 
TinyOS [15,17]. In particular, an implementation based on the Libcoap library has been released in the 
latest distribution of TinyOS. We refer to this implementation as CoapBlip. However, we detected 
some weaknesses in its design that may have a negative impact on the resource consumption and 
functioning of sensor nodes. Furthermore, being an adaptation of an external library its code does not 
result optimized for TinyOS. The implementation presented in [17] has been developed on top of a 
6LoWPAN implementation that is no longer supported, and is affected by various limitations [18,19]. 
Therefore, the existing CoAP implementations for TinyOS would not allow either the functionalities or 
the performance offered by this protocol to be fully realized. To overcome this problem, we design and 
implement our original implementation of CoAP for TinyOS, which we refer to as TinyCoAP  
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/tinycoap/). 
The CoAP definition developed by the CoRE work group is still under standardization, and its use 
in WSNs has been studied in several works [15–17,20–22]. However, none of these papers contain an 
extensive evaluation of CoAP. In particular, the reliability mechanism provided by the protocol has not 
yet been evaluated. Although a comparison between CoAP and HTTP has been made in [22], it does 
not consider the possibility of using HTTP with transport protocols different from TCP. In our tests, 
we evaluate the performance of an HTTP server using UDP and persistent TCP connections. In fact, a 
fair comparison between CoAP and HTTP should at least include the above-mentioned possibilities in 
order to minimize the effects that TCP has on the HTTP performance, otherwise a comparison between 
CoAP and HTTP would result in an evaluation of UDP and TCP.  
In this paper, we provide several original contributions. First, we present and evaluate our original 
implementation of a CoAP library native for TinyOS. Then, we provide a comprehensive analysis of 
the functioning of CoAP including an evaluation of the reliability mechanism. The analysis is 
conducted by carrying out an extensive evaluation of CoAP performance in a real WSN. In particular, 
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we compare the performance of TinyCoAP with those of HTTP and CoapBlip. The evaluation of each 
solution is performed in terms of energy, latency, and memory occupation. The effects that high 
request rates have on performance have been also evaluated. Moreover, we test the reliability 
mechanisms provided by each solution, considering an 802.15.4 channel under Rayleigh fading. To the 
best of our knowledge, this is the first work in which the behavior of the reliability mechanism of 
CoAP has been studied. 
The paper is organized as follows. First, in the following section we present the definition of CoAP 
and other existing proposals of application protocols for WSNs. Then, in Section 3, we present the 
related work. The implementation of TinyCoAP is illustrated in Section 4. The test-bed used for our 
experiments is described in Section 5. Results and discussion of the performance evaluation are 
reported in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we conclude the paper and give guidelines for future work. 
2. Constrained Application Protocol  
In this section we present the state-of-the-art of application protocols for WSNs. We focus on the 
protocols that provide an alternative to HTTP for building RESTful Web services. Then, we introduce 
the CoAP protocol. 
2.1. Application Protocols for WSNs 
The HTTP/TCP stack is the standard solution used for building RESTful Web services. The 
implementations presented in [23–28] are the first examples that proved the feasibility of applying the 
HTTP/TCP stack in constrained networks. However, these solutions are tailored for specific 
applications. As a consequence, only the TCP or IP capabilities that are needed by the application are 
implemented. Many of these implementations miss of IP fragmentation, retransmission or congestion 
control mechanisms.  
The authors of [29] have analyzed the resource costs of building Web services for WSNs following 
the HTTP/TCP paradigm. The authors suggest design options that could lower the resource 
consumption. The use of persistent TCP connections as well as the avoidance of delayed 
acknowledgments has been proposed. The use of HTTP 1.0 is also suggested for its better integration 
with the persistent TCP connections. In our paper we evaluated an HTTP embedded Web Server 
adopting these design principles. 
The latest research trends have considered the study of alternative solutions to the HTTP/TCP stack. 
Although feasible, the application of this stack in constrained networks presents several issues 
regarding its overhead and impact on bandwidth. In fact, the HTTP protocol header is too chatty for 
the limited space available in 6LoWPAN frames. Furthermore, as reported in [30], HTTP has evolved 
into a complex protocol involving optional headers and a number of features that increase the 
complexity of its implementation in constrained devices. Finally, the TCP protocol would have a poor 
effect on the available bandwidth of WSNs. However, a HTTP/TCP solution would ensure 
interoperability between different networks without the need for any intermediate translation proxy. 
The adoption of a lightweight binary protocol that could be easily mapped to HTTP would meet both 
requirements. 
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An early proposal for a protocol to interact with sensors using RESTful Web services is presented 
in [5]. This protocol is called TinyREST. The TinyREST commands were composed by combining the 
request method with the URI of the sensor resource. These request methods were limited to the POST, 
GET and SUBSCRIBE requests of HTTP. Instead of using IP, TinyREST uses the networking tools 
provided by the TinyOS active message stack. The messages were transmitted as plain ASCII and 
generated an overhead of 29 bytes. The use of TinyREST was intended only for communications 
inside the WSN. The interaction with external Web services was performed through a gateway 
responsible for translating the HTTP messages into TinyREST messages.  
A proposal for a binary version of HTTP, which is called Embedded Binary HTTP (EBHTTP), has 
been defined in [31]. An application of EBHTTP for building RESTful Web Services has been 
considered in [32]. EBHTTP is a binary-formatted and stateless encoding of the standard HTTP 
protocol. Its use is intended for resource constrained WSNs. The design of this protocol focuses in 
reducing the overhead of HTTP while maintaining the same HTTP semantics and communication 
paradigm. EBHTTP uses the UDP protocol instead of TCP. The first proposal of the CoRE working 
group, called Chopan [33], follows the EBHTTP idea of compressing HTTP messages into a binary 
format. As EBHTTP, Chopan uses UDP as transport protocol. The proposal also included the presence 
of transparent caching and gateways for translating Chopan into HTTP. The weaknesses of the Chopan 
and EBHTTP proposals consist of the lack of reliability and in the processing power required to 
encode the HTTP protocol. In fact, although the processing required to encode the protocol would be 
less than that required by a direct use of HTTP, it would be still expensive due to the limited resource 
of a sensor. Furthermore, although they are bound on UDP, they do not provide any reliability 
mechanism. As a result of these limitations, attention has been shifted to the definition of CoAP.  Next, 
we detail the definition and functioning of CoAP. 
2.2. CoAP Definition 
From a theoretical perspective, CoAP can be regarded as a two-layer protocol [11]. A message layer 
is used to deal with UDP, while the other layer is used for request/response interactions using methods 
and response codes, as done in HTTP. In fact, in contrast to the interaction model of HTTP, CoAP 
exchanges messages asynchronously. Thus, by splitting CoAP in two layers, request/response 
interactions would be transparent to the asynchronous nature of the message layer. Figure 1 shows the 
conceptual layering of CoAP. 
Reliability is provided by the message layer and is activated when Confirmable (CON) messages 
are used. It is implemented through end-to-end stop-and-wait retransmissions of requests with 
exponential backoff [11]. Furthermore, CoAP is able to match requests to responses so that it can 
detect if a message is duplicated. This is possible because messages are labeled with an identification 
number generated by the client and inserted into the CoAP header. Finally, a token is used for 
differentiating between concurrent requests. CoAP also defines Non-confirmable (NON) messages to 
allow sending requests that does not require reliability. The detection of duplicated messages is 
available in CON as well as in NON messages. 
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Figure 1. Layering of Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP). 
 
A server receiving a CON request must acknowledge its receipt to the client that initiated the 
communication. The server might send an empty ACK to indicate that the response will be deferred. In 
this case, the client must acknowledge the arrival of the CON response message. Should the response 
be immediate, the ACK will contain the response and the transaction will end with the reception of the 
ACK. After sending a CON request message, the client starts a timeout with exponential backoff in 
order to retransmit the request periodically in case it has not been acknowledged. Finally, a server 
might send a RST response to indicate that it is not able to process the CON request. NON messages 
are used when reliability is not required. 
Request methods are constrained to GET, POST, PUT and DELETE methods of HTTP. As regards 
the response codes, CoAP defines its own codes and also uses a small subset of the HTTP codes. 
The CoAP message is composed of a header, options and a payload; the header has a length fixed to 
five bytes, while the options may have a variable length. Figure 2 shows the CoAP message format. 
Figure 2. Message format. 
 
Figure 3 shows the architecture of a CoAP-based WSN. According to [11], a CoAP WSN node can 
have the function of both client and server simultaneously. The term endpoint is used to refer to a 
CoAP node. However, in this paper we will refer to it as a server. This allows us to give greater 
emphasis to the function that the CoAP node has in our experiments and thus avoid confusion. A 
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CoAP proxy can be used to enable the communication between a CoAP based WSN and a HTTP 
external network. This proxy can work also as a gateway for connecting to other WSNs. The 
implementation of the proxy is out of the scope of this paper. 
Figure 3. Architecture of a CoAP-based Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). The proxy 
enables integration between the WSN and external networks that use HTTP. 
 
CoAP is particularly suitable for applications based on machine-to-machine communications. As an 
example, CoAP could be applied in smart energy applications to provide end-to-end connectivity to 
energy providers and the equipment of consumers. 
3. Related Works 
As previously anticipated, various studies have discussed the application of CoAP in WSNs. In this 
section we give details about these works. 
Previous work by the authors [34] motivated the choice of the REST architecture and the adoption 
of the CoAP protocol. We also suggest modifications to an early format of the protocol and discuss 
possible problems of its implementation. 
The authors of [16] presented a CoAP implementation for Contiki. The aim of this implementation 
was to achieve high-energy efficiency by leveraging a radio duty cycling mechanism. The 
implementation has been evaluated in a multi-hop network. The collected results have shown that 
energy consumption is lower when using a radio duty cycle but leads to in a worsening of the latency 
performance. 
In [20], the authors report a simple comparison of CoAP and HTTP in terms of energy 
consumption. This work also describes the design of a gateway used to connect a CoAP based WSN to 
an external IP network that uses HTTP. In [22], the authors of [20] compared the performance of 
CoAP to that of HTTP. The evaluation was carried out on the basis of energy consumption and 
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response time. In particular, energy consumption was evaluated by means of simulation. The response 
time was measured in a real WSN. Both experiments were conducted considering a client querying an 
embedded server to obtain temperature and humidity values. The energy consumed was measured 
according to the variation of the interarrival packet time. The response time was calculated for the case 
where the server was at a distance of 1-hop and 2-hop from the client. The results obtained show that 
CoAP yields a better performance in both the evaluation parameters considered by the authors. 
A study on network sensor deployment [21] used CoAP and HTTP as data transport protocol for 
sensor network reprogramming. Both protocols were evaluated over a duty cycled radio layer. Results 
were obtained through simulation and show that CoAP and HTTP provide similar results. In [35], the 
authors present a framework for M2M communications using CoAP. They also present an improved 
publish/subscribe mechanism also based in CoAP. Both solutions are evaluated showing the advantage 
of using CoAP instead of HTTP. 
The authors of [36] give an overview of the current CoAP implementations and present the results 
of an interoperability meeting organized by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
(ETSI). In [17], the authors present a CoAP implementation for TinyOS and the implementation of a 
compression mechanism of the XML format. A performance evaluation was carried out considering 
the CoAP request success probability as a function of the request rate of the client node. Furthermore, 
the authors report results from an evaluation of the memory occupation of the TinyOS components 
used in their implementation. Finally, the authors proved the efficiency of the XML compression 
scheme by studying its processing-time. As previously commented, this CoAP implementation was 
developed on top of an unsupported and limited 6LoWPAN implementation named 6lowpancli [37]. In 
particular, as pointed out in [18,19], 6lowpancli provides only basic functionalities of 6LoWPAN. 
6Lowpancli doesn’t support any type of neighbor discovery mechanism, it is completely static and 
requires manual configuration. As reported in [18,19] the support for mesh network is not provided 
and when a packet with different destination address is received, it is just dropped. The results of a 
performance evaluation done in [18] show that 6lowpancli does not perform well in terms of energy 
consumption and latency. Thereby, its limitation would affect any implementation build on top of it. 
As previously mentioned, CoapBlip is currently included in the latest distribution of TinyOS. The 
authors of CoapBlip present its design in [15]. They evaluated their implementation and compared it to 
HTTP. The performance evaluation considers the ROM occupation and the average response time of 
CoAP and HTTP. Preliminary results of an evaluation show that CoAP yields better performance than 
HTTP. In [38], CoapBlip has been used to evaluate the CoAP protocol in combination with other low 
layer protocols. In this sense, it has been evaluated along with the Routing Protocol for Low-power 
and Lossy Networks (RPL) and the Low Power Listening (LPL) protocol. In the next section we give 
details about our original CoAP implementation for TinyOS. 
4. Implementation 
One critical WSN design challenge involves providing reliable and performing solutions while 
coping with constrained resources. Memory, energy and bandwidth represent the resource constraints 
to meet. Thereby, the design process at any level has to be focused on optimizing their use. 
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In this paper, we develop a CoAP library for TinyOS to be embedded in highly constrained WSNs. 
TinyCoAP implements all the features of CoAP [11] except for the blockwise transfer. The goal of our 
implementation is to minimize the resource consumption by developing a lightweight and efficient 
code optimized for the OS in use. Because of its popularity and diffusion, TinyOS has been chosen as 
the OS target.  
TinyOS [39] is an embedded OS for WSNs designed to meet the requirements of constrained 
networks and devices. It is composed by a set of reusable components that can be used to build specific 
applications. TinyOS is implemented in the NesC language [40]. NesC is a C dialect designed to 
improve code efficiency and robustness in embedded software applications [39]. Through its 
simplicity, NesC is able to reduce RAM occupation, code size, and prevents low-level bugs. The 
programming model of TinyOS is also based on this language.  
Besides NesC, TinyOS allows using more complex languages such as Java, Python or C. In 
particular, C code can be embedded in nesC programs or it can be used to build libraries that TinyOS 
components can use. As we will explain later in this section, a TinyOS based WSN can achieve better 
performance and be more reliable when using exclusively NesC. 
The design philosophy of TinyCoAP follows the principles of the TinyOS programming model. 
The code is structured in TinyOS components and the use of external libraries is avoided. TinyCoAP is 
completely written in the NesC language. The rest of this section focuses on the memory allocation 
system, library and the data structures of TinyCoAP. 
4.1. Structure of the Library  
TinyCoAP provides a CoAP library native for TinyOS. It is designed behind the idea that better 
performance and reliable run-time execution are both achieved integrating it with the OS core libraries. 
Following these design principles, the core functionalities of CoAP are provided as TinyOS 
components. These components are developed as part of the TinyOS network library. Differently from 
TinyCoAP, CoapBlip is thought as an adaptation of a C library for generic embedded systems. A 
TinyOS component is used as an adapter between this library and the TinyOS application. 
TinyCoAP avoids using external C libraries and relies completely on code developed in the NesC 
language. This allows reaching a high code optimization and having less impact on the WSN node 
memory. These benefits derive mainly from the different organization and functioning of C and NesC 
programs. Typical C programs are composed by functions that are specified in separated files. These 
are compiled separately and then linked together by matching global name of functions. The 
interaction between functions is achieved dynamically during run-time by using function pointers. 
Pointers are stored in the RAM memory and therefore cause a growth of its occupancy. In contrast 
with C, TinyOS programs are conceived as a set of components connected together to perform a 
specific task. The interaction between components is done using the interfaces that these provide. 
Applications declare at compile-time which components they use and then, they explicitly wire the 
interfaces they will use at run-time. Thanks to this static wiring, TinyOS programs avoid using 
function pointers and therefore they are able to reduce the RAM memory footprint.  
The TinyCoAP library is composed by five components. Its design follows the CoAP conceptual 
layering. The message layer is implemented by three components. CoapPDU, where PDU stands for 
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Protocol Data Unit, is the main component of this sub-layer. It provides the interface used to create, 
read and write CoAP packets. The interface needed to create or delete options is provided by the 
CoapOption component. The creation, use and managing of the linked lists is performed by the 
interface provided by the CoapList component. Linked lists are useful for iterating the packets that are 
in the memory pool waiting for being processed. CoapList is also used to store and iterate the options 
that compose a packet and to manage retransmissions. CoapPDU is wired to CoapList and 
CoapOption. This allows CoapPDU to work with the options contained in a CoAP packet. Moreover, 
each component of the message layer is wired to the TinyOS PoolC component. This is used to 
allocate the memory needed to perform their operation. PoolC allocates memory according to the  
data structure that is specified by each component. The wiring of the message layer components is 
shown in Figure 4.  
Figure 4. Wiring of the TinyCoAP interface for the CoAP message layer. PoolC is used to 
provide the memory needed by the components. 
 
The request/response matching layer of CoAP is implemented by the CoapServer and CoapClient 
components. The CoapClient component provides the interface used to send CoAP requests. The 
interface provided by CoapServer allows initializing and binding the server to a specific UDP port. 
The management of the retransmission mechanism and the CoAP packet processing are also 
implemented in these components. The CoapServer component implement the discovery of CoAP 
resources [41] and the observe model of CoAP [42]. The management of the resources provided by the 
server is implemented in a distinct interface. The resources are created through a parameterized 
interface. This is called CoapResource and provides commands and events to handle resources and the 
separate response mechanism of CoAP.  
4.2. RAM Memory Allocation 
Managing the allocation of RAM memory is one of the most critical aspects to consider when 
embedding software applications in WSN nodes. The management of memory allocation has to cope 
with the limited size of RAM memory and the lack of hardware memory protection that characterize 
constrained nodes. In this perspective, managing the RAM memory dynamically could increase the 
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probability of having failure nodes or could exhaust the available memory. In fact, the lack of 
hardware memory protection does not prevent the risks of having a collision between the heap and 
stack or a memory leak [41]. Furthermore, the size of the allocated RAM memory would be difficult to 
control with this allocation system.  
TinyCoAP avoids these risks by allocating RAM memory statically. The size of the allocated 
memory is known at compile time and the possibility of memory exhaustion is therefore avoided. 
Furthermore, static allocation would eliminate the risks of failures due to collision of the heap and the 
stack. Therefore it would enhance the network reliability. A further optimization is obtained allowing 
to TinyCoAP to create CoAP responses without allocating new memory. In TinyCoAP the responses 
are created using the memory already allocated for storing the relative CoAP requests. Besides the 
reduction of the RAM memory footprint this allows enabling a lighter packet processing with less 
impact on the CPU. As a consequence, the reduction of the CPU use would lower the energy 
consumption. As reported in [43], the CPU consumes 4.6 mA when active and 2.4 mA when idle while 
the radio uses 3.9 mA when receiving. Therefore, the TinyCoAP management of buffers would save 
CPU cycles and enhance the battery life of nodes. 
The static allocation of memory done by TinyCoAP is compliant with the RAM memory 
management defined in NesC. In fact, NesC does not support dynamic memory allocation. This 
characteristic allows preventing memory fragmentation and run-time allocation failures [39]. However, 
a situation may arise in which applications might need dynamic allocation. To overcome this problem, 
TinyOS provides a component called PoolC that simulates the dynamic memory allocation. Should 
PoolC be used, the maximum pool memory size would be allocated statically at compile time. During 
the execution time, the applications will take the amount of RAM memory they need from that 
available in the pool. An eventual memory leak would cause the pool to empty, but the heap and stack 
would not collide. As mentioned above, TinyCoAP uses PoolC to allocate the buffers needed to store 
the CoAP packets and the linked lists. Differently from TinyCoAP, CoapBlip adopts a dynamic 
memory allocation management. It uses the malloc memory management library to allocate memory 
for buffers and linked lists. 
4.3. Data Structure 
As mentioned above, the TinyCoAP components are organized following the conceptual layering of 
CoAP. The message layer is build on top of the 6LoWPAN implementation distributed in TinyOS 
named Blip [44]. CoapBlip also uses this 6LoWPAN stack. Should Blip receive a UDP packet, it 
checks the presence of the CoAP header. If this header is present, the interface provided by CoapPDU 
saves it in a CoAP PDU. This PDU is stored in the memory previously allocated through PoolC. The 
use of PoolC allows TinyCoAP to establish at compile time the maximum size a packet can have and 
the maximum number of packets it can handle. The maximum length of options and the maximum 
number of packets that can be queued by a node can also be specified. These features make TinyCoAP 
robust against possible memory leaks and always provide it with room in the memory for the incoming 
packets. Furthermore, TinyCoAP is easily adaptable to the requirements of different applications. The 
TinyCoAP PDU data structure is designed it to be used with PoolC. It avoids the use of pointers for 
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accessing to the different parts of the PDU. Table 1 shows the CoAP PDU defined in CoapBlip and 
TinyCoAP. 
Table 1. CoAP PDU structures. CoapBlip stores the PDU in the UDP buffer and uses a 
pointer to provide access. TinyCoAP saves it in the memory allocated with PoolC. 
CoapBlip TinyCoAP 
typedef struct {  
coap_hdr_t *hdr;  
unsigned short length;  
coap_list_t *options;  
unsigned char *data; 
} coap_pdu_t; 
typedef struct { 
uint8_t timestamp; 
coap_hdr_t hdr; 
struct sockaddr_in6 addr; 
uint8_t payload [MAX]; 
uint16_t payload_len; 
coap_list_t opt_list; 
} coap_pdu_t; 
In TinyCoAP, the received CoAP message is initially stored in the UDP buffer as a void element. 
This element is then converted into a coap_pdu_t structure and stored in the memory pool.  
Once the PDU structure has been created, the UDP buffer is ready to receive a new incoming packet. 
TinyCoAP enables the maximum payload allowed for requests and responses to be defined at compile 
time. Thus, the memory usage can be adjusted to the application requirements and to the particular use 
of the sensor. 
CoapBlip uses pointers for accessing the different parts of the PDU. Should a CoAP packet be 
received, CoapBlip stores it in a buffer allocated through malloc and initializes the pointers defined in 
coap_pdu_t. This buffer is placed at UDP level and its size is always equal to the maximum packet size 
allowed by CoapBlip. Thus, although CoapBlip uses malloc, the memory is always allocated with the 
same size. 
5. Test-Bed 
As previously mentioned, in this paper we compare and discuss the performance obtained in a real 
6LoWPAN network by TinyCoAP, CoapBlip and HTTP. Our experiments involve different solutions 
for the transport layer used by HTTP. We consider HTTP/TCP, HTTP/UDP and HTTP persistent. The 
third solution refers to the use of a persistent TCP connection.  
The HTTP and TCP protocols that we use to implement the server are included in Blip. The HTTP 
version it implements is the 1.0. The TCP version used by the client is one the most widely adopted, 
which is the TCP Reno. The congestion window size (CWND) of client and server is fixed to 1. A 
larger CWND could overload the wireless link with too many transmissions, and thereby increasing 
the probability of collision. The need to have more than one TCP packet pending in the network could 
be justified in a multi-hop scenario. In a one-hop network there is not such a need, and client and 
server would avoid competing for the radio channel. The MSS of both sides always corresponds to the 
length of the TCP payload sent in each experiment. Thus, each HTTP single packet is sent in one TCP 
segment. This setting allows maximizing the throughput by reducing the interchange of control 
messages and avoiding fragmentation. 
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The tests involve client/server transactions where a client sends requests to a server in order to 
retrieve information. All the requests are sent using the GET method. When receiving a request with 
test as URI, the CoAP or HTTP server replies with a payload composed of a sequence of bits of fixed 
size. In this way, the mote performs no sensing operation that might influence the results. Therefore, 
the experiments account only for the performance of each technique in processing and replying to the 
received messages. 
The CoAP CON request messages sent by the client have a total length of 14 bytes. The HTTP GET 
requests carry the same information of that sent in CoAP. However, the verbose format of HTTP 
implies a growth in size of up to 37 bytes. Table 2 shows the composition of the GET requests for 
CoAP and HTTP. 
Table 2. Composition of the HTTP and CoAP Confirmable (CON) requests. In both cases 
the requests are sent using the GET method. 
CoAP HTTP 
CoAP HEADER: 5 bytes 
COAP URI_PATH: 6 bytes 
COAP TOKEN: 3 bytes 
PAYLOAD: 0 bytes 
GET /test HTTP/1.0\r\n 
Host: fec0::2\r\n\r\n 
All the tests are performed in a real WSN implementation. Crossbow's TelosB motes are used as a 
hardware platform to develop our test-bed network. TelosB [45] is a typical example of a low-cost 
wireless sensor used in constrained sensor networks. It features 16-bit RISC MCU at 8 MHz and  
16 registers. The platform offers 10 kB of RAM, 48 kB of flash memory and 16 kB of EEPROM.  
Since our experiments are focused on evaluating single client/server transactions, we can keep our 
test-bed network simple and avoid deploying complex architectures. The test-bed network used in all 
the experiments is shown in Figure 5. The CoAP and HTTP clients as well as the proxy server are 
located in a PC. Each request is sent through a 6LoWPAN base station attached to the USB port of the 
PC. The server is embedded in a TelosB mote located one-hop away from the 6LoWPAN base station. 
Figure 5. Test-bed network. The HTTP or CoAP clients are located in a PC while the 
servers are embedded in a sensor. 
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6. Results 
In this section, we report the performance evaluation for all the considered solutions. Our study 
evaluates various parameters. First, we measure the amount of RAM and ROM memory used by each 
solution; we then evaluate the latency of request/response transactions; after that, we measure the 
energy consumed by each different solution for processing and replying to a request. Moreover, we 
evaluate the client goodput obtained in 802.15.4 links affected by Rayleigh fading. This test allows us 
to evaluate the performance of the reliability mechanism proposed for CoAP [11]. Finally, we evaluate 
the effect that high workloads have on the server performance. In this case, we analyze the rate of the 
requests per second that it can serve as a function of the client request rate. 
The results concerning latency, energy and reliability are reported according to the payload size 
with which a server replies to a client request. The maximum payload size varies depending to the 
implementation used. We found the cause of this variation on the different methods used to allocate 
RAM memory. The implementations using dynamic memory allocation achieve the lowest payload 
size. In this sense, CoapBlip is able to reach 650 bytes as maximum payload size while HTTP/TCP and 
HTTP persistent reach 800 bytes. TinyCoAP benefits from the use of static allocation and it is able to 
reach 1,200 bytes. The same size is achieved by HTTP/UDP. In this case the low complexity of the 
implementation and the absence of HTTP buffers allow to HTTP to work with high payload sizes. 
6.1. Memory Occupation 
Table 3 shows the amount of RAM and ROM memory allocated at compile time for each 
considered implementation. The values correspond to a maximum payload size of 500 bytes. The 
values for HTTP/TCP and HTTP persistent are the same and are reported as HTTP. In fact, both 
solutions use the same TCP buffers and the use of a persistent connection does not vary their 
allocation.  
Table 3. RAM and ROM memory occupation. TinyCoAP reserves all the memory required 
at compile time. 
 TinyCoAP CoapBlip HTTP HTTP/UDP 
RAM 8,458 kB 7,102 kB 7,85 kB 3,922 kB 
ROM 31,812 kB 42,576 kB 39,484 kB 27,802 kB 
TinyCoAP occupies more RAM memory than the other solutions, since it allocates all the memory 
needed for buffering the CoAP packets at compile time. Therefore, the occupation of RAM would 
remain at the same level during the functioning of the node while those of the other implementation 
would increase.  
The occupation of ROM memory gives an idea of the complexity and weight of the code of each 
implementation. In fact, it is in the ROM memory where the compiled code will be stored. A code with 
a small memory footprint would allow adding further functionality such as resources that the server 
could provide to clients or enrich CoAP with more capabilities. 
CoapBlip has the highest ROM memory footprint. We found the main cause in the lack of 
optimization of the code. As mentioned in Section 4, CoapBlip is an adaptation of a C library. This 
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library is therefore installed in the node along with the TinyOS component used for its adaptation to 
this OS. The use of C libraries is usually too complex for the memory constraints of a mote and 
implies a growth of the memory footprint. Also HTTP solutions using TCP make use of a C library, 
thereby the ROM footprint increase also for these implementations. TinyCoAP lowers the ROM 
footprint, thus avoiding the use of C libraries, and consists only of a code written in the TinyOS nesC 
language and therefore optimized for this environment. 
The HTTP/UDP implementation has the lowest memory footprint. This solution has a very low 
complexity and provides no reliability mechanism or request/response matching. The code size can 
therefore be minimized and ROM memory occupation can be reduced. Moreover, it is able to reach the 
minimal RAM memory occupation since it does not implement any HTTP buffer. This implementation 
uses exclusively the UDP buffer provided by Blip. 
6.2. Latency 
The latency experienced by a client on retrieving information from a server is one of the most 
important parameters used to evaluate the goodness of the server implementation. Low latency values 
can significantly enhance user experience and benefit those applications that work in real-time. We 
define latency as the time elapsed from the moment the client sends a request until the moment it 
receives the response.  
Figure 6 shows the latency for each tested solution. Each point on the graph represents the average 
latency value of 100 successful request/response transactions. Payload size ranges from 10 to  
1,200 bytes with increments of 50 bytes. The client sends a new request after receiving a response to 
the request previously sent. Figure 7 shows only a portion of the latency trend, excluding that obtained in 
HTTP/TCP. In this way, the differences between the other implementations can be better appreciated. 
Figure 6. Latency evolution according to the payload size. The performance of HTTP 
increases significantly if a TCP persistent connection is used. 
 
As expected, HTTP/TCP has the worst performance, the main reason for which is found in the 
latency introduced by the three-way handshake used by TCP to establish and close the connection. 
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However, the negative impact of the handshake can be reduced using the same TCP connection for 
various HTTP transactions. The performance obtained by HTTP persistent confirms this aspect. As 
may be seen in Figure 6, a server that uses HTTP persistent is able to lower the latency and to make its 
trend closer to those of the fastest solutions. 
Figure 7. Details of the latency results. The better memory management of TinyCoAP 
allows the performance of CoapBlip to be improved. 
 
 
The lowest latency trend is obtained by the HTTP/UDP solution. This solution implements a bare 
HTTP server able only to reply to GET requests by querying for the provided resource. HTTP/UDP 
does not implement any reliability mechanism or HTTP logic. Therefore, it should be considered as a 
lower bound for latency. 
TinyCoAP has a latency trend very close to that of HTTP/UDP, so the substantial growth of 
complexity of TinyCoAP is not reflected in a particular worsening of latency. TinyCoAP outperforms 
CoapBlip in terms of latency. The main reason for this is found in the enhanced management of RAM 
memory implemented in TinyCoAP. The memory allocation used in CoapBlip causes a growth of the 
packet processing time and limits the maximum payload size that CoapBlip is able to send to  
650 bytes. Applications that use data aggregation or work with high payload sizes cannot be used 
either in CoapBlip or with HTTP solutions using TCP. Concerning HTTP, the maximum allowed 
payload size is limited by the use of the TCP buffers that exhaust the RAM memory. 
6.3. Energy 
Figure 8 shows the results obtained in the energy consumption tests. The results are obtained by 
measuring the energy consumed by a node when replying to ten consecutive requests. In fact, a fair 
comparison that may account for the persistent TCP connection used in HTTP persistent requires 
measurement of the energy consumed in more than one transaction.  
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Figure 8. Energy consumption. TinyCoAP has a lightweight packet processing that allows 
the energy consumption approaching the trend of HTTP/UDP to be lowered. 
 
The results of this test do not take into account the energy wasted by the radio chip for listening the 
channel. Consequently, our evaluation does not need to consider power-saving protocols for radio 
duty-cycling. We only measured the energy consumed for receiving, processing and sending a packet. 
As mentioned in section IV the energy consumed by the CPU for packet processing is considerable. 
However, the energy consumed by the radio chip for receiving and sending a packet is still 
predominant over that used in packet processing. In this test, the consumption due to the radio chip has 
the same impact on the results of each implementation. The differences between the performance of 
each implementation are only due to the effects that the packet processing has on consumption. For 
each different payload size, we ran tests sampling the energy consumption each 0.02 ms. The device 
used for these measures is the Agilent Technologies DC power Analyzer N67705A. 
As expected, a mote implementing HTTP solutions based on TCP consumes more energy than 
others. Once again, the message overhead caused by TCP proves to be costly for constrained networks. 
As seen in the latency tests, the HTTP persistent improves the performance of HTTP/TCP. This is due 
to the use of a persistent TCP connection. However, its performance is still much worse than that 
obtained by TinyCoAP or HTTP/UDP. The management of TCP connections requires a high degree of 
complexity and the maintenance in memory of the connection state. Consequently, there is a growth in 
the energy drawn by the RAM memory for keeping these states. 
CoapBlip has a performance comparable to that of HTTP persistent. The onset of the CoapBlip 
trend is lower than that of HTTP persistent and comparable with that of TinyCoAP or HTTP/UDP. 
However, the increase in packet size causes a sharp rise in the CoapBlip energy trend, which exceeds 
that of HTTP persistent at 500 bytes. Once more, the mechanism implemented in CoapBlip for 
allocating and managing RAM memory proves to be unsuitable for constrained devices. Instead, 
TinyCoAP benefits from the different memory allocation mechanism in use. Furthermore, the different 
design of TinyCoAP allow to it to have less impact on energy consumption. Similarly to that seen in 
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the latency tests, TinyCoAP has a performance that is highly comparable to that of HTTP/UDP. This 
proves once again that TinyCoAP is able to minimize the consumption of resources. 
6.4. Workload 
Comprehensive benchmarking requires a study of the effects that high workloads have on a server. 
In this study, we evaluate the percentage of requests that a server can handle as a function of the 
request rate of the client. We refer to the percentage of the handled requests with the term server rate. 
The test setup considers a client sending GET requests at a fixed rate. For each rate we run 100 tests. 
The resulting server rate is the average percentage of requests at which the server replies correctly in 
each test. The payload of the server response is greater enough to fill an IEEE 802.15.4 frame.  
In this test, we evaluate only unreliable solutions. The presence of retransmissions does not allow 
maintaining constant the client rate. A client using CoAP reliability is forced to stop sending requests 
and start retransmitting. The server therefore would not be subjected to a constant workload. As a 
consequence, we use CoAP NON messages. The only reliability mechanism in use is that of the MAC 
layer.  
We do not consider the use of HTTP/TCP. At present, the implementation of TCP does not allow 
accepting more than one connection at time. As a consequence, the rate with which a client sends 
requests is extremely limited. The average latency for HTTP/TCP considering a response sent in a full 
802.15.4 frame is equal to 302 ms. Therefore, the maximum rate a client can have is estimated to  
3 requests per second. We consider this rate too low for being compared with other solutions. Also the 
HTTP persistent has not been taken into account. In this solution, the rate at which a client sends 
requests cannot be controlled. It is the TCP congestion control algorithm that manages this rate.  
Figure 9 shows the average success rate of each considered solution. 
Figure 9. Number of requests handled by the server as a function of the client rate. The 
enhanced buffers of TinyCoAP allows to that to overcome the CoapBlip performance. 
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The server rate performance is affected by the buffer size of the nodes and the mechanism used to 
access to the channel. A request or response could find the sending buffer full and, therefore, it would 
be discarded. This is more likely to happen when a client generates requests at a rate greater than that 
at which it can send them. Besides the processing time, the propagation time and the CSMA-CA 
mechanism are the main limitations of this rate. The propagation time account for the time needed to 
send the requests and to receive the MAC acknowledgment. A client has to wait for the server to 
acknowledge the receipt of the frame before sending another. In this work we use the unslotted 
CSMA-CA [2] of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. This defines the procedure that the MAC and PHY 
layers have to follow for sending a packet. The node waits for a random number of backoff slots, then 
it perform the clear channel assessments (CCA). Should the client find the channel idle during the 
CCA period, it sends the request and then switches from the transmitting to receiving mode in a time 
that is called turnaround. Therefore, if the packet generation time were lower than that taken for the 
CSMA-CA plus the propagation time, then the client would fill its buffer faster than it can empty it. 
According to [48] this time is estimated to 6.09 ms. This is comparable to the packet generation time 
relative to a client rate of 150 requests per second. This time, however, is only an estimation. We 
expect that collisions are frequent in a congested wireless link. These imply MAC retransmissions and, 
consequently, a growth of the time needed for completing a request/response transaction. Packet 
collisions are also the main cause of the server rate degradation. These could happen when a node 
senses the channel idle during the turnaround time of its pair. Therefore, a request and a response could 
collide. This phenomenon is more likely to occur when the client rate is high. Furthermore, the channel 
becomes quickly congested and therefore the probability that a node senses it busy is high. The node 
give up the transmission of a packet if it senses the channel busy more than the maximum allowed.  
The explanations given above are valid for all the tested solutions. The cause of the different 
performance has to be found in the packet processing and memory allocation of each one. Regarding 
HTTP/UDP, its light and fast processing allows to this solution to achieve the best performance. The 
server is able to process fast the received requests and therefore augments the server rate. The HTTP/UDP 
processing also helps improving the client performance. The packets stay for less time in the buffer and, 
therefore, a new generated packet has more possibility to find space respect to other solutions. This is also 
the cause for the less pronounced drop that HTTP/UDP has respect to the CoAP based solutions. 
In Figure 9 one may observe that when the request rate become higher than 80, the success rate of 
TinyCoAP and HTTP/UDP undergo a pronounced drop. In fact, starting form this point the latency of 
a request/response transaction is comparable to the time taken by the client to generate and send a 
request. The probability of having a collision between a request and a response is therefore high. 
Starting from 150 requests per second, the drop is less sharp. The nodes are subjected to a workload 
close to its limits. The client rate can be augmented and the success rate will not lower as much as one 
may expect. As we explained above, these client rates saturate quickly the buffer. The sending process 
of many requests fails and therefore they never leave the node. The number of requests that are sent 
correctly became stable. As a consequence the server rate shows small variations. 
CoapBlip has the worst performance. The inefficient use of the RAM memory and the complex 
packet processing are the main limitation of its server rate. Moreover, the higher latency experienced 
by CoapBlip implies lower the point at which this become comparable to the client rate. As a 
consequence, packet collisions affect the server rate earlier than in the other solutions. 
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6.5. Reliability 
The reliability of IP based Web communications is traditionally provided by the TCP protocol. 
However, those application protocols that are bound to UDP should provide reliability by themselves. 
In fact, providing reliable communications is of paramount importance, especially when using wireless 
links that are known to be prone to packet loss. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard offers only hop-by-hop 
reliability by implementing packet retransmission at data-link layer. The lack of end-to-end reliability 
must therefore be compensated by implementing it at higher layers.  
As anticipated, CoAP provides end-to-end reliability using CON messages through a simple  
stop-and-wait retransmission mechanism with exponential backoff. Should the CON message not be 
acknowledged, the CoAP node that started the communication will retransmit the message. In [11], the 
value for the initial timeout is fixed to 2 seconds, while the maximum number of retransmission is 
fixed to 4. Moreover, the CoAP definition allows this value to be changed according to the average 
Round Trip Time (RTT). Although not suggested in the standard, we recommend fixing a lower bound 
for the initial timeout. This timeout should not expire before the MAC layer reaches its maximum 
number of retransmissions. In [2], this number is fixed to 3, while the value of the timeout is not 
specified. TinyOS fixes this timeout to 512 symbols, which is equivalent to 8.192 ms. 
In order to ensure a fair comparison, we should use the same values of initial timeout for all the 
solutions and avoid any randomness in the calculation of the subsequent values. We adopt the initial 
timeout value specified in the RFC 6298 [46]. This value is fixed to 1 second and is big enough to 
ensure that the CoAP first retransmission is sent after the last one in the MAC layer. The maximum 
number of retransmissions is fixed to 4, while the maximum value for the TCP retransmission timer is 
fixed to 16 seconds. This value corresponds to the maximum retransmission timeout reached in CoAP 
communications. 
The evaluation of the mechanisms that each solution offers to provide reliability is performed by 
considering data transfers in an IEEE 802.15.4 link under a Rayleigh fading model. The basis for the 
calculations required by this model to determine the packet loss is reported in [47]. In this work, the 
authors studied the impact of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) on the PHY-level packet loss rate of an 
802.15.4 link. As reported in [27], the packet loss rate P is given by: 
( ) mSP 211 −−=  (1)
where S is the symbol error rate and m the length in bytes of the packet. The corresponding packet 
length in symbol is 2 m. The symbol error rate is strictly related to the bit error rate B. The latter 
contains the relationship with the SNR: 
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In this way, given an SNR, we can easily calculate the related packet error rate. However, this error 
rate does not correspond to that relative to the application layer, but rather to that of the PHY layer. 
The calculation of the error rate seen by the application layer requires one more step. The probability C 
of having an erroneous packet at application layer should take into account retransmissions done at the 
MAC layer, and is given by: 
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where r is the maximum number of retransmissions allowed for the MAC layer.  
However, the formula in Equation (3) gives the application layer packet error rate only for  
non-fragmented packets. Should a packet be fragmented, this error rate changes according to the 
number of fragments. Thus, if f fragments compose a packet, the CoAP packet error rate is given by: 
( )∑ −×=
=
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j
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The maximum number of fragments that Blip allows is fixed to 12. It should be pointed out that all the 
formulas are valid only for single or fragmented packets that occupy the entire space available in 802.15.4 
frames. As regards the presence of the PHY header, the frame can reach a maximum size of 133 bytes. 
According to Equation (4), the error rate for a non-fragmented packet is obtained for f equal to one. 
The tests done for reliability cover four different SNR: 1 dB, 1.5 dB, 2 dB and 2.5 dB. In Table 4 
we report the corresponding application layer packet error rates. 
Table 4. Application layer packet error rate. These values refer to a single or fragmented 
packet that occupies the entire space of a 802.15.4 frame. The value for f = 1 refers to a 
single non-fragmented packet. A packet can consist of a maximum of 12 fragments. 
f 2.5 dB 2 dB 1.5 dB 1 dB 
1 1.23% 5.20% 16.78% 39.64% 
2 2.05% 7.91% 22.82% 47.82% 
3 2.59% 9.33% 24.99% 49.51% 
4 2.96% 10.08 25.77% 49.86% 
5 3.20% 10.46% 26.06% 49.94% 
6 3.37% 10.67% 26.16% 49.95% 
7 3.47% 10.77% 26.19% 49.95% 
8 3.55% 10.83% 26.21% 49.95% 
9 3.59% 10.86% 26.21% 49.95% 
10 3.63% 10.87% 26.21% 49.95% 
11 3.65% 10.88% 26.21% 49.95% 
12 3.66% 10.88% 26.21% 49.95% 
According to the number of fragments and the relative error rate, we calculate the average goodput 
of a data transfer. This value is calculated according to the goodput obtained in 100 consecutive 
transactions. Unlike the previous tests, the reliability evaluation does not take into account the 
HTTP/UDP solution. In fact, none of those protocols provide any reliability mechanism, the definition 
of which is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Errors are introduced by comparing the application layer error rates with a sequence of random 
numbers. Should the random number be less than or equal to the error rate, the CoAP or HTTP 
message received by the server is discarded at UDP layer. In this way, the application layer will 
consider that an error has occurred in the communication and will retransmit the packet. The same 
sequence of random numbers is used for each solution tested in order to ensure that in each experiment 
there are the same numbers of errors. Moreover, the errors will occur in the same order. 
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Figure 10 shows the goodput in bytes per second obtained for each SNR level. TinyCoAP surpasses 
the other solutions in all cases. CoapBlip has a goodput trend that is lower but close to that of 
TinyCoAP. In this case, the differences between the implementations of the retransmission 
mechanisms of TinyCoAP and CoapBlip are minimal and negligible. The different performances are 
therefore due exclusively to the differences in packet processing, as previously explained. 
Figure 10. Goodput evolution in a channel under the Rayleigh fading model. (a) Goodput 
with SNR of 1 dB; (b) Goodput with SNR of 1.5 dB; (c) Goodput with SNR of 1.5 dB;  
(d) Goodput with SNR of 2.5 dB. The reliability mechanism implemented in CoAP yields 
a good performance. In TCP, the initial retransmission timeout is resettled after closing 
each connection, providing a better performance in channels with low SNR. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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Once again, the solutions for which HTTP is adopted yield the worst performance. In channels 
having a high SNR, the HTTP persistent has a goodput trend higher than that of HTTP/TCP. However, 
when the SNR is lower and the consequent error rate increases, the HTTP/TCP trend exceeds that of 
HTTP persistent. This can be explained by considering the behavior of the algorithm for the 
calculation of the retransmission timeout (RTO) specified in [46]. In fact, HTTP persistent and 
HTTP/TCP cannot measure the round trip time (RTT) of communications affected by retransmissions. 
The RTT is used by the algorithm to calculate the RTO and should be relative only to communications 
unaffected by retransmissions. However, the RTT of a retransmitted communication that has been 
acknowledged can only be measured by using the timestamp option of TCP. In our experiments, we 
employ a TCP version that does not use this option. Consequently, the behavior of HTTP/TCP and 
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HTTP persistent could differ significantly when the channel presents a low SNR and retransmissions 
are more frequent. Should two successive communications in HTTP persistent be affected by 
retransmissions, the RTO would not be recalculated but rather augmented exponentially until a valid 
RTT measure can be taken. Alternatively, HTTP/TCP would be able to measure the RTT and calculate 
the RTO each time it establishes a new connection. Thus, when there are successive communications 
affected by retransmissions, the HTTP persistent would undergo a latency greater than that of 
HTTP/TCP. 
In conclusion, although CoAP is bound to the unreliable UDP protocol, the reliability  
mechanism it provides shows very good behavior and performance, at least in the channel affected by 
Rayleigh fading. 
7. Conclusions 
In this paper we present our original library for TinyOS, which we call TinyCoAP. We illustrate its 
design principles and describe its implementation. Furthermore, we compare it to the CoAP 
implementation distributed with TinyOS, called CoapBlip. The difference between the design of 
TinyCoAP and CoapBlip is also explained. Both solutions implement the recent defined CoAP 
protocol. This protocol aims at embedding RESTful Web services into WSNs. Besides CoAP, we also 
considered solutions based on the HTTP protocol. 
All the solutions considered in this paper are discussed and evaluated in a real TinyOS based 
6LoWPAN network. We measure the amount of memory occupied at compile time, the latency 
experienced by a client when retrieving information from a server, and the energy consumed when 
replying to the client. We also evaluated the performance of a server under high workloads. Finally, we 
evaluate the average goodput obtained in an 802.15.4 link under a Rayleigh fading model. In 
particular, the purpose of this test is to evaluate the reliability mechanism provided by CoAP. In our 
tests, we use HTTP with three different solutions for the transport layer. We consider the use of UDP, 
TCP and persistent TCP connections. We refer to each of these solutions as HTTP/TCP, HTTP 
persistent and HTTP/UDP.  
HTTP/UDP is only able to reply to a simple HTTP message without implementing any logic behind 
it. The purpose of this implementation is to show a lower bound of the performance and to demonstrate 
how that of TinyCoAP and other solutions are close to it. HTTP/UDP has the best performance in 
terms of latency and energy. Although TinyCoAP is a more complex implementation, its performance 
is very similar to that of HTTP/UDP. This proves that its design is able to minimize the impact on the 
constrained resource of WSNs nodes while achieving good performance. 
TinyCoAP provides the best performance in the rest of the considered parameters. In particular, 
TinyCoAP shows a significant improvement in performance compared with CoapBlip. The 
performance of CoapBlip is limited by the adoption of dynamic RAM memory allocation and the use 
of an external C library. Thanks to a design compliant to the TinyOS programming model and to the 
static allocation of memory, TinyCoAP solves the problems encountered in CoapBlip, thereby 
allowing CoAP to realize its full potential. TinyCoAP allows applications to work with a higher 
payload size than that achieved by CoapBlip or HTTP. This enables TinyCoAP to work with data 
aggregation, software update of nodes or video and audio applications that generate a high amount of 
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data. Regarding HTTP, the performance obtained by HTTP persistent is an improvement on that 
provided by the traditional use of HTTP/TCP, which in any case is worse than that obtained by 
TinyCoAP.  
In conclusion, TinyCoAP offers a lightweight, complete and flexible CoAP-based solution for 
implementing the Web communication paradigm in TinyOS based WSNs. TinyCoAP solves the 
problems experienced in CoapBlip, and is able to enhance performance significantly and to minimize 
the resource consumption. Part of our future work will focus on the design of a CoAP-HTTP proxy. In 
addition, we also plan to study mechanisms for managing CoAP client subscriptions to the resources 
offered by a server. 
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